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ILLUSTRATED· 

REPAIR 
PRICE LIST 

and 

INSTRUCTIONS 

lor 

Z R.P. 

STOVER 
TYPE K,ENGINE 

Hit and Miss and Throttling 
Governing 

With Letters K A on Name Plate 

Effective Nov. 1S, 1933 

Repair prices are subject to change without 
notice. Repairs will always be invoiced at the 
prices in the list effective at the time the order 
is ret'eived, whether higher or lower. 

No Orders Accepted for less than 15c 

•••• 
Manulactured b7 

STOVER 
. MFG. a ENGINE Co. 

FREEPORT, ILL., U.S.A. 
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Instructions for Operating Stover 

No. 802 Drag Saw--Continu~d 
! 

Start engine with clutch released. (See engine instruc
tions). After engine is started engage clutch. Then rem~ve 
pin from guide bracket and lift out of hook up lever which 
will drop down out of the way. 

Let the saw down on the log and it will start to cut. 
When saw has cut through log lift saw up and hook guide 
bracket into hook up lever' and lock with pin. The outfit 
can then be moved .along the log to the next location. It is 
a good plan to stop engine when moving on log to prevent 
accident to man or machine. The small chain attached to 
the guide bracket is a safety device to prevent saw from 
digging into ground at end of cut. The pin which is used 
to lock guide bracket to hook up lever is also used to go 
throu~h this chain at proper place to prevent saw from 
droppmg down. The pin is inserted in hole in top of wood 

. frame. 

TO OPERATE AS A TREE SAW: 

The wheels should be set parallel with engine fly 
wheels for ease in moving when felling trees. Remove pit
man from crosshead and gear, set saw guide in hook up 
'lever and lock with pin.' 

Remove saw from crosshead. Replace the large wood 
block or end skid with iron peg on end of frame, also 
ratchet frame and chain guide if they were removed. Place 
rocker arm under frame and attach to pin of ratchet frame 
with washer and cotter pin. Connect long pitman with 
universal knuckles to rocker arm 'and set other end on 
short stroke of gear. (CAUTION: NEVER OPERATl~ 
TREE SAW ON LONG STROKE OF GEAR) . .Then at
tach saw lever to outside hole of rocker arm and attach 
chain and spring between ratchet shaft and saw lever. 
Bolt saw blade to saw lever with the cap screws provided. 

TO OPERATE: 

Set sharp iron peg on end skid against side of tree and 
drive into tree, drive one log hook into tree about one 
quarter way around tree, hook chain into log hook and 
insert through large hole in cast chain guide at end or 
frame. Set hand wheel, hook bolt and channel cross bar 
across frame above chain guide and h09k chain into hook 

, holt, tighten hand wheel until outfit is tight against tree. 
After starting engine tighten ratchet until enough spring 
tension is against saw to feed saw into tree, tighten ratchet 
from time to time as needed to keep saw feeding. Tree 
sh'ould be wedged as soon as saw has fed in far enough, to 
prevent cramping of saw. \ 

Saw should be stopped and removed from cut before 
tree is entirely cut off and cut finished with axe to prevent 
damage to saw blade and saw rig when tree falls. 

Stover Mfg. & ,Engine Co. 
FREEPORT, ILLINOIS 

Form 31) II 11\1 111-:1:1 F2)!l24 
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rod, and should open approximately 35 degress before the 
crank has reached its outer center, and should close from 3 
to 5 degrees after the crank has passed the dead center at 
the end of the exhaust stroke. The crankshaft pinion and 
cam gear are marked for the proper meshing of teeth, to 
give this opening when the screw adjustment on exhaust 
lever is properly set. In setting valves the adjusting screw 
should be set for the closing of the valve, and the engine 
turned over to see that the valve starts to open at approx
imately the right location. After setting valves the ignition 
should be checked. (See instructions for setting ignition.) 

PISTON: 
Compression may also be lost past the piston as rings 

may be worn or fast in grooves. Occasionally tho piston 
should be removed and rings cleaned. To do this remove 
the crank shield, and disconnect connecting rod from crank, 
care being taken when removing connecting rod bolts and 
caps, that liners are not mixed up so that t" ey cannot be 
replaced in their original position. 

It is very important that Ignitor Wire be removed 
before starting to remove piston. 

If the rings are found to be fast in the grooves, clean 
them by washing in kerosene, working them up and down 
in the grooves until free, after which the rings should be 
removed. This can be most easily done by using three 
strips of tin about % inch wide by 6 inches long, slipping 
one piece of tin under the middle of the ring and placing 
the other two close to the ends. After strips arc in place 
the rings can be easily pushed off the piston by sliding 
them along the tin strip,s, removing, of course, one ring 
at a time. 

All carbon should then be scraped out of grooves and 
off rings, and after replacing on piston, wash thoroughly 
in gasoline to remove all grit and dirt. Then oil piston and 
rings thoroughly, and place piston in cylinder in its origi
nal position, with the oil hole for oiling piston pill Oil top. 
If piston pin set screw becomes loose or has been re
moved, be sure that end of screw enters piston pin, and 
that screw ~s tight. 

. When installing new rings, always file end of rings 
until there is about n-inch clearance between the enrl of 
rings when placed in cylinder. Rings should be fitted to 
cylinder before being placed on piston. 

THROTTLE VALl-'C 

TH710TTLE VALve nOD SC7t£W' 

t;OVCRNOH S"/NOLE PLUN6£R ${ 

TIIRorrU! LEIIX" ROI/ 
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CARE OF HOPPER: 
The engine is cooled by the use of water around the 

cylinder and the level of water should never be allowed to 
fall as l~w as the top of the cylinder wall, as the cylinder 
will get too hot. The water will boil away under heavy 
load and more water should be added to replace that 
boil~d away, care being taken not to pour ~old wat!lr on a 
hot cylinder that has run dry, as t1le cylinder. belllg h?t 
may crack. The cylinder is liable to be broken If water I~ 
left standing in it during cold weather unless some non
freezing solution is used. 

A non-freezing solution can be made by mixing calcium 
chloride in the portion of about 3 pounds of calcillm chlo
ride to each gallon of water. It is better, however, to 
drain the jacket in freezing weather. 

When possible to do so it is better to use rain water 
or cistern water, as in some localities a deposit of lime will 
torm in the hopper and cylinder head, which will cause the 
engine to become overheated. To remove this lime de
posit, a solution can be made of 7 parts water and 1 part 
muriatic acid, allowing this solution to stand in cylinder 
from 24 to 36 hours. In mixing the above solution always 
remember to pour the acid in the water, not the water in 
the acid. The acid should be poured in slowly and the 

. water should be kept stirred while pouring. . 

LumUCATION: 

The cylinder oil cup has an adjustable feed, which 
should be adjusted to feed sufficient oil to lubricate the 
cylinder and piston. 

A high grade gasoline engine lubricating oil should be 
used. In cold weather the oil will not flow as freely as in 
warm weather, and to overcome this a lighter grade of oil 
should be used. 

The cylinder oiler should be shut off when the engine 
is not in use by <It·opping the small lever on top of the 
oiler. 

The oiler should be set to feed oil according to the size 
of the engine, the amount being about as follows: 2 H. P. 
engine should have 5 to 6 drops per minute. This amount 
is for use after engines are thoroughly worn in and is the 
minimum requirement. Use double the ahove amount until 
engine has been in operation several days, and then gradu
ally decrease amount of oil. When opernting on full lond 
on kerosene, the above quantity should be increased. Keep 
in mind that when using kerosene, more oil is required 
than for' gasoline. When starting in cold weather it is a 
good plan to put some oil on end of piston where it pro
jects from cylinder. If this is not done, warm oil can be 
added to oiler so that oil will flow freely. After engine is 
warmed up, the heat will usually cause the oil to flow. 
nIue smoke at the exhaust indicates too much oil. Engine 
should have an excess of oil at first, but when a well 
worn in engine smokes at exhaust, it is well to reduce 
amount of oil. 

DEARINGS: 

Grease cups should be filled with a good grade of hard 
oil, and screwed down until the grease shows at end of 
bearings when starting engine up for first time. After 
engine is in operation they should be screwed down one
half turn every half-hour for several hours. After engine 
has been in operation for several hours and bearings show 
no tendency to heat from a tight belt or other cause, the 
intervals between screwing down cups can be lengthened 
until engine has been in operation several days. After this 
a quarter to one-half turn every 2% to 3 hours is sufficient. 

,,: 
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pushing the movable electrode in and out by hand. To test 
spark of magneto, remove wire from stationary electrode, 
and hold end on springs or movable electrode arm and 
trip magneto with hand lever and see if any spark o~curs. 
If a spark is secured, the magneto is O. K. and if engine 
will not run the magneto should be removed from engine 
and tripped by hand. If no spark occurs the insulation on 
stationary electrode may need cleaning or replacing, or 
terminal on stationary electrode may be touching some 
part of magneto. Clean the points with emery c11lth or' a 
fine file and try it again. Do not decide that magneto is 
at fault until everything has been tried. Never take 
magnets off or take magneto apart. If no spark occurs 
when magneto is tripped by hand, when end of wire is 
held tightly against some moving part it may be possible 
that wire is broken and should be replaced. If this is done 
a good wire should be used. 

In case of movable electrode sticking, remove the small 
screw above electrode and wash out with kerosene, work
ing the electrode by hand until loose. A drop or two of 
oil does not hurt movable ,electrode but if too much is 
used oil gums up and causes electrod'e to stick. 

The above applies to Webster Magnetos. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE CARE OF \vICO 
TYPE EK MAGNETOS 

Rocker Arm Ready to Latc:b Off 

1. OILING. Oil Magneto Every Working Day with 
the same oil that is used in the engine cylinder. Special 
oil is not required. There is little danger from excessive 
oiling. 

2. CLEANING. A magneto used constantly in the 
open will in time become caked with dirt and grease. 
This condition will cause no decrease of spark strength. 
If, however, the working parts are kept clean, the life of 
the magneto will be prolonged. OccasionaUy, remove the 
front cover of the magneto and also the moving parts and 
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clean around the breaker points with a clean rag and ;.. 
small hardwood stick. Keep points of contact between the 
armature and the cores clean by wiping with a clean rag. 

3. MAGNETS. Do not Remove the Magnets. It is 
unlikely the magnets will ever need re-charging unless 
they are removed from the machine. 

4. TROUBLE HUNTING. If ignition trouble is sus-, 
pectcd" disconnect the spark wire from plug, and observe' 

'spark between wire and engine frame by holding end of 
wire about ~d-inch from frame while cranking engine. If 
good spark is produced trouble may be caused by dirty 
spark plug. If no spark is produced when magneto is operat
ed, the trouble can be located by proceeding as follows: 

See that the armature (100) returns and makes a 
firm contact with the cores (107) after being tripped off. 

Failure to make firm contact indicates friction of 
moving parts caused by lack of oil. 

Remove any dirt from between armature and face 
of cores. 

Turn the flywheel over slowly and see that when the 
armature (100) is tripped it snaps quickly away from 
the cores (107). Failure to do this indicates binding or 
friction or a broken drive spring (186). 

Check up the "latch-off" of the trip finger, and if 
wrong, make it right. 

The latch should slip off the lip of the rocker arm 
just after the armature has opened b. in. to th in. If nec
essary to adjust, proceed as follows: 

Trip the armature (100) from its contact with the 
cores (107) and insert a strip of metal b. in. to th in. 
thick between the armature and the face of the"" cores. 
Move the push rod slowly until the latch,of the -trip ':-finger 
reaches the rocker arm. The edge of the latc:h should then 
just engage the edge of the latch block (5) on the rocker 
arm (406), and the adjusting screw (419) should be bear
ing on the top side of the latch (See Cut), so that the 
least further movement of the push rod will cause the 
latch to slip off the latch block. 

If the latch does not engage the latch block when the 
armature is set as above, the adjusting screw should be 
screwed in until the latch just engages. If the latch en
gages the latch block too much (more than n in.), un
screw the adjusting screw to give the proper engagement. 
Loosen the lock nut on the adjusting screw (419) before 
attempting to change adjustment and be sure to set it 
up tight after the adjustment has been made., Before 
attempting to start the engine, remove the metal strip 
that you placed between the armature and the cores. 

MOVING PARTS. All moving parts can be with
drawn from the magneto by lifting the armature (100) 
from its magnetic contact with the cores (107). This 
operation does not weaken the magnets. When replacing 
the armature make sure that the felt oil pad slips over 
the guide rod. 

REMOvAL OF COVERS. The covers of the mag
neto are held in place by the band which is fastened by 
four screws, two at each end of the magneto. The re
moval of these screws allows the 'band to be lifted and the 
covers to be removed. 

If spark plug replacement is necessary care should be 
taken to use the same length of plug supplied with the 
engine which is extra long, % in. S. A. E. measuring 1% 
in. from the shoulder to the end of the plug. 
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TROUBLE POSSIBLE CAUSE 

Instructions not followed ................................ .. 
No fuel· in tank ................................................ .. 
Water in gasoline used in starting .............. .. 

Engine will not stnrt.. ........... . 
Water in engine cylinder .................................. . 
Engine flooded with fueL .............................. .. 

Poor Compression-
Valve leaks ............................................... .. 
Head gasket leaks............ .. ................. .. 
Piston blows...................... .. ................... . 

Engine very cold...................... .. ................. .. 
No spark or poor spark ............................... , .. .. 

Engine misses fire after be-
ing started ........................... . Ignition .............................................................. .. 

Engine runs irregularly ....... . 
Governor sticky .................................................. . 
Weak exhaust valve spring .............................. . 

Exhaust valve setting off ................................. . 

Engine will not carry load .... 
Poor compression .............................................. .. 
Too rich mixture .............................................. .. 
Carbon in combustion space .......................... .. 

Exhaust-

Engine smokes ....................... . 
Too much lubricating oiL ...................... . 
Too much fue!.. ......................................... . 

Piston-
Oil thrown' into piston hy crank ............. . 
Piston blows ............................................... . 

Engine knocks ...................... . 
Hard Explosion· ................................................. . 
Loose crank pin bearing .................................. .. 
Scale formation in jacket.. ............................. . 

Needle valve open too ·far ............................... .. 

Engine uses too much fue!.. .. 
Poor compression ............................................ .. 
Exhaust valve setting off ................................ .. 
Silencer choked ................................................ .. 
Weak admission valve spring ........................ _ 

Carbon forms ........................ .. Too lIIuch fueL ................................................ .. 
'1'00 lIIuch lubricating oiL .............................. .. 

Water boils away too rapidly 
Mixture too rich .................................................. . 
Spark timing lale ............................................ .. 
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REMEDY 

. Read and follow instructions 
Fill lank 
Drain aut water 
See cylinder gasket is unbroken 
Close fuel needle valve, hold suction valve 

open, crank engine. 

Grind valve <' 

Put on new gasket 
Remove and clean rings 
Put hot water in hopper 
See magneto instructiolls 

See magneto instructions 

Oil 
Stretch spring-order new one 

Check valve timing-See instruction book 
Grind valves-See piston rings are free 
Adjust needle valve 
Clean carbon 

Adjust oiler 
Adjust needle valve 

Drain and clean crank case 
Clean rings and piston ring grooves-may 

need new rings 

Clean carbon 
Take up bearings 
Clean out scale 

Close slightly 
See engine will not carry load 
Reset 
Clean 
Stretch spring-order new one 

Cut down on needle valve 
Adjust oiler 

Cut down on needle valve 
See instruction book for timing spark to 

fly wheel mark 
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